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Abstract Cloud computing is an emerging paradigm that1

provides computing, communication and storage resources2

as a service over a network. Communication resources often3

become a bottleneck in service provisioning for many cloud4

applications. Therefore, data replication which brings data5

(e.g., databases) closer to data consumers (e.g., cloud appli-6

cations) is seen as a promising solution. It allows mini-7

mizing network delays and bandwidth usage. In this paper8

we study data replication in cloud computing data cen-9

ters. Unlike other approaches available in the literature, we10

consider both energy efficiency and bandwidth consump-11

tion of the system. This is in addition to the improved12

quality of service QoS obtained as a result of the reduced13

communication delays. The evaluation results, obtained14

from both mathematical model and extensive simulations,15

help to unveil performance and energy efficiency trade-16

offs as well as guide the design of future data replication17

solutions.18
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1 Introduction 21

Cloud computing is an emerging technology that attracts 22

ICT service providers offering tremendous opportunities for 23

online distribution of services. It offers computing as a 24

utility, sharing resources of scalable data centers [6], [74]. 125

End users can benefit from the convenience of accessing 26

data and services globally, from centrally managed back- 27

ups, high computational capacity and flexible billing strate- 28

gies [8]. Cloud computing is also ecologically friendly. It 29

benefits from the efficient utilization of servers, data cen- 30

ter power planning, large scale virtualization, and opti- 31

mized software stacks. Nevertheless, electricity consumed 32

by cloud data centers is still in the order of thousands 33

of megawatts [9]. In 2010, datacenters consumed around 34

1.1–1.5 % of global electricity consumption and between 35

1.7 and 2.2 % for U.S [41], [42]. Pike Research fore- 36

casts data center consumption of almost 140 TW h in 2020 37

[67]. 38

The growth of Internet services at an unprecedented rate 39

requires the development of novel optimization techniques 40

at all levels to cope with escalation in energy consumption, 41

which in place would reduce operational costs and carbon 42

emissions. 43

In data centers, there is an over provisioning of com- 44

puting, storage, power distribution and cooling resources to 45

ensure high levels of reliability [27]. Cooling and power 46

distribution systems consume around 45 and 15 % of the 47

total energy respectively, while leaving roughly 40 % to the 48

IT equipment [60]. These 40 % are shared between com- 49

puting servers and networking equipment. Depending on 50
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the data center load level, the communication network con-51

sumes 30–50 % of the total power used by the IT equipment52

[35].53

There are two main approaches for making data center54

consume less energy: shutting the components down or scal-55

ing down their performance. Both approaches are applicable56

to computing servers [61], [64] and network switches [35],57

[62].58

The performance of cloud computing applications, such59

as gaming, voice and video conferencing, online office,60

storage, backup, social networking, depends largely on the61

availability and efficiency of high-performance communica-62

tion resources [63]. For better reliability and high perfor-63

mance low latency service provisioning, data resources can64

be brought closer (replicated) to the physical infrastructure,65

where the cloud applications are running. A large number66

of replication strategies for data centers have been proposed67

in the literature [12], [27], [28], [29], [30]. These strategies68

optimize system bandwidth and data availability between69

geographically distributed data centers. However, none of70

them focuses on energy efficiency and replication techniques71

inside data centers.72

To address this gap, we propose a data replication tech-73

nique for cloud computing data centers which optimizes74

energy consumption, network bandwidth and communica-75

tion delay both between geographically distributed data cen-76

ters as well as inside each datacenter. Specifically, our con-77

tributions can be summarized as follows.78

• Modeling of energy consumption characteristics of data79

center IT infrastructures.80

• Development of a data replication approach for joint opti-81

mization of energy consumption and bandwidth capacity82

of data centers.83

• Optimization of communication delay to provide quality84

of user experience for cloud applications.85

• Performance evaluation of the developed replication strat-86

egy through mathematical modeling and using a packet-87

level cloud computing simulator, GreenCloud [44].88

• Analysis of the tradeoff between performance, serviceabil-89

ity, reliability and energy consumption.90

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 291

highlights relevant related works on energy efficiency and92

data replication. In Sect. 3 we develop a mathematical93

model for energy consumption, bandwidth demand and94

delay of cloud applications. Section 4 provides evalua-95

tion of the model outlining theoretical limits for the pro-96

posed replication scenarios. Section 5 presents evaluation97

results obtained through simulations. Section 6 concludes98

the paper and provides an outline for the future work on the99

topic.100

2 Related works 101

2.1 Energy efficiency 102

At the component level, there are two main alternatives for 103

making data center consume less energy: (a) shutting hard- 104

ware components down or (b) scaling down hardware per- 105

formance. Both methods are applicable to computing servers 106

and network switches. When applied to the servers, the for- 107

mer method is commonly referred to as dynamic power man- 108

agement (DPM) [61]. DPM results in most of the energy sav- 109

ings. It is the most efficient if combined with the workload 110

consolidation scheduler—the policy which allows maximiz- 111

ing the number of idle servers that can be put into a sleep 112

mode, as the average load of the system often stays below 113

30 % in cloud computing systems [61]. The second method 114

corresponds to the dynamic voltage and frequency scaling 115

(DVFS) technology [64]. DVFS exploits the relation between 116

power consumption P , supplied voltage V , and operating 117

frequency f : 118

P = V 2
∗ f. 119

Reducing voltage or frequency reduces the power consump- 120

tion. The effect of DVFS is limited, as power reduction 121

applies only to the CPU, while system bus, memory, disks as 122

well as peripheral devices continue consuming at their peak 123

rates. 124

Similar to computing servers, most of the energy-efficient 125

solutions for communication equipment depend on (a) down- 126

grading the operating frequency (or transmission rate) or 127

(b) powering down the entire device or its hardware com- 128

ponents in order to conserve energy. Power-aware net- 129

works were first studied by Shang at el. [35]. In 2003, 130

the first work that proposed a power-aware interconnec- 131

tion network utilized dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) links 132

[35]. After that, DVS technology was combined with 133

dynamic network shutdown (DNS) to further optimize 134

energy 135

consumption [62]. 136

Another technology which indirectly affects energy con- 137

sumption is virtualization. Virtualization is widely used in 138

current systems [46] and allows multiple virtual machines 139

(VMs) to share the same physical server. Server resources 140

can be dynamically provisioned to a VM based on the appli- 141

cation requirements. Similar to DPM and DVFS power man- 142

agement, virtualization can be applied in both the comput- 143

ing servers and network switches, however, with different 144

objectives. In networking, virtualization enables implemen- 145

tation of logically different addressing and forwarding mech- 146

anisms, and may not necessarily have the goal of energy effi- 147

ciency [47]. 148
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2.2 Data replication149

Cloud computing enables the deployment of immense IT150

services which are built on top of geographically distrib-151

uted platforms and offered globally. For better reliability and152

performance, resources can be replicated at redundant loca-153

tions and using redundant infrastructures. To address expo-154

nential increase in data traffic [65] and optimization of energy155

and bandwidth in datacenter systems, several data replication156

approaches have been proposed.157

Maintaining replicas at multiple sites clearly scales up the158

performance by reducing remote access delay and mitigat-159

ing single point of failure. However, several infrastructures,160

such as storage devices and networking devices, are required161

to maintain data replicas. On top of that, new replicas need162

to be synchronized and any changes made at one of the sites163

need to be reflected at other locations. This involves an under-164

lying communication costs both in terms of the energy and165

network bandwidth. Data center infrastructures consume sig-166

nificant amounts of energy and remain underutilized [32].167

Underutilized resources can be exploited without additional168

costs. Moreover, the cost of electricity differs at different169

geographical locations [31] making it another parameter to170

consider in the process of data replication.171

In [12], an energy efficient data replication scheme for dat-172

acenter storage is proposed. Underutilized storage servers173

can be turned off to minimize energy consumption, while174

keeping one of the replica servers for every data object alive175

to guarantee the availability. In [27], dynamic data repli-176

cation in cluster of data grids is proposed. This approach177

creates a policy maker which is responsible for replica man-178

agement. It periodically collects information from the cluster179

heads, which significance is determined with a set of weights180

selected according to the age of the reading. The policy maker181

further determines the popularity of a file based on the access182

frequency. To achieve load balancing, the number of replicas183

for a file is computed in relationship with the access fre-184

quency of all other files in the system. This solution follows185

a centralized design approach, thus exposing it to a single186

point of failure.187

In [28], the authors suggest replication strategy across188

multiple data centers to minimize power consumption in the189

backbone network. This approach is based on linear program-190

ming and determines optimal points of replication based on191

the data center traffic demands and popularity of data objects.192

Since power consumption of aggregation ports is linearly193

related to the traffic load, an optimization based on the traf-194

fic demand can bring significant power savings. This work195

focuses on replication strategies between different data cen-196

ters, but not inside data centers.197

Another optimization of data replication across data cen-198

ters is proposed in [29]. The aim is to minimize data access199

delay by replicating data closer to data consumers. Optimal200

location of replicas for each data object is determined by 201

periodically processing a log of recent data accesses. Then, 202

replica site is determined by employing a weighted k-means 203

clustering of user locations and deploying replica closer to 204

the centroid of each cluster. The migration from an old site 205

to a new site is performed if the gain in quality of service of 206

migration (communication cost) is higher than a predefined 207

threshold. 208

A cost-based data replication in cloud datacenter is pro- 209

posed in [30]. This approach analyzes data storage failures 210

and data loss probability that are in the direct relationship and 211

builds a reliability model. Then, replica creation time points 212

are determined from data storage reliability function. 213

The approach presented in this paper is different from all 214

replication approaches discussed above by (a) the scope of 215

data replication which is implemented both within a data cen- 216

ter as well as between geographically distributed data centers, 217

and (b) the optimization target, which takes into account sys- 218

tem energy consumption, network bandwidth and communi- 219

cation delay to define the employed replication strategy. 220

3 System model 221

In this section we present a model of geographically distrib- 222

uted cloud computing system which supports replication of 223

data. The model focuses on the performance of cloud appli- 224

cations, utilization of communication resources and energy 225

efficiency. 226

3.1 Cloud applications 227

Most of the cloud applications, such as online office and 228

social networking, rely on tight interaction with databases. 229

Data queries can be fulfilled either locally or from a remote 230

location. To ensure data availability and reduce access delays 231

data replication can be used. 232

Database replication decisions can be based on the data 233

usage patterns and analysis of data popularity [33]. The pop- 234

ularity is measured as a number of access events in a given 235

period of time. Furthermore, the popularity is not constant 236

over time. Typically, a newly created data has the highest 237

demand. Then, the access rate decays over time. For example, 238

a newly posted YouTube video attracts most of the visitors. 239

However, as the time passes it starts to lose popularity and 240

the audience [66]. 241

Several studies of HTTP requests [37], [40] and social 242

networks [38] suggest using a power law distribution which 243

has a long-tailed gradual decay: 244

a(t) = a0t−k, (1) 245

where a0 is a maximum number of access events recorded 246

after content publication, t is current time, and k is a coeffi- 247
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Fig. 1 Cloud computing
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Fig. 2 Data access distribution

cient typically in the range [2,3], which depends on the type248

of the content [37]. Figure 2 presents a plot of Eq.(1).249

The access rate can be obtained as the first derivative from250

Eq. (1).251

ra(t) =
da

dt
. (2)252

Whenever cloud applications access data items, they can253

modify them with some probability updating the database.254

Therefore, the update rate can be expressed as a fraction of255

the access rate.256

ru(t) = ρ · ra(t), (3)257

where ρǫ[0, 1] controls relation between the access rate ra(t)258

and the update rate. For ρ = 1, cloud applications modify259

every data item they access, while for ρ = 0 these modifica- 260

tions is never performed. 261

Figure 3 presents the timeline of a workload execution in 262

data center. It begins with the user request arrival at the data- 263

center gateway. After being scheduled it is forwarded through 264

the data center network to the selected computing resource 265

for execution. At the server, the workload can request data 266

item if it is needed for its execution. For this, it queries a 267

database and waits for the database reply to arrive. The data- 268

base querying delay corresponds to the round-trip time and 269

depends on the database location. As soon as the database 270

reply is received, the workload execution is started. At the 271

end of the execution, some workloads will send a modified 272

data item back to the database for the update. As a result, the 273

total delay associated with the workload execution in data- 274

centers can be computed as follows: 275

ddc = dreq + 2 · ddb + dexec + dupdate, (4) 276

where dreq is a time required for the workload description to 277

arrive at the computing server, ddb is a one-way communi- 278

cation delay between the server and the database, dexec is a 279

workload execution time which is defined by the size of the 280

computing work of the workload and computing speed of the 281

server, and dupdate is the time required to update database. 282

3.2 Cloud computing system architecture 283

Large-scale cloud computing systems are composed of geo- 284

graphically distributed across the globe data centers (see 285

Fig. 1). The most widely used data center topology is the 286

three tier fat tree [3], which consists of three layers of net- 287
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Fig. 3 Workload execution

timeline
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Start workload 
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Workload execution

End of workload 

execution

dupdate
Update database

Done

work switches: core, aggregation and access. The core layer288

provides packet switching backplane for all the flows going289

in and out datacenter. The aggregation layer integrates con-290

nections and traffic flows from multiple racks. The access291

layer is where the computing servers, physically attached to292

the network, are arranged in racks.293

Central database (Central DB) is located in the wide-area294

network and hosts all the data required by the cloud applica-295

tions. To speed up database access and reduce access latency,296

each data center hosts a local database, called datacenter data-297

base (Datacenter DB), which is used to replicate the most298

frequently used data items from the Central DB. In addition,299

each rack hosts at least one server capable of running local300

rack-level database (Rack DB), which is used for subsequent301

replication from the Datacenter DB.302

All database requests produced by the cloud applications303

running at the computing servers are first directed to the304

rack-level database server. Rack DB either replies with the305

requested data or forwards the request to the Datacenter DB.306

In a similar fashion, the Datacenter DB either satisfies the307

request or forwards it up to the Central DB.308

When data is queried, the information about requesting309

server, the rack, and the datacenter is stored. In addition, the310

statistics showing the number of accesses and updates are311

maintained for each data item. The access rate (or popular-312

ity) is measured as the number of access events per period313

of time. While accessing data items cloud applications can314

modify them. These modifications have to be sent back to315

the database and updated in all the replica sites.316

A module called replica manager (RM) is located at the317

Central DB. It periodically analyzes data access statistics to318

identify which data items are the most suitable for replica-319

tion and at which replication sites. The availability of access320

and update statistics makes it possible to project data center321

bandwidth usage and energy consumption.322

The following subsections present a model of the consid-323

ered cloud computing system in terms of energy consump-324

tion, usage of network bandwidth and communication delays.325

The objective is to (a) minimize system-level energy con-326

sumption, (b) minimize utilization of network bandwidth and327

(c) minimize communication delays encountered in the data 328

center network. 329

3.3 Energy consumption of computing servers 330

The power consumption of a server depends on its CPU uti- 331

lization. As reported in [20], [21], [22], an idle server con- 332

sumes about two-thirds of its peak power consumption. This 333

is due to the fact that servers must keep memory modules, 334

disks, I/O resources and other peripherals operational even 335

when no computations are performed. Then, the power con- 336

sumption scales with offered CPU load according to the fol- 337

lowing equation [22], [23]: 338

Ps(l) = P f i xed +

(

Ppeak − P f i xed

)

2

(

1 + l − e− l
a

)

, (5) 339

where P f i xed is an idle power consumption, Ppeak power 340

consumed at the peak load, l is a server load, and a is a 341

utilization level at which the server attains asymptotic, i.e. 342

close to linear power consumption versus the offered load. 343

For most of the CPUs, a ǫ [0.2, 05]. 344

CPU power consumption is proportional to V 2 f , where 345

V is voltage and f is an operating frequency [34]. Voltage 346

reduction requires frequency downshift. This implies a cubic 347

relation from f . To account of it, Eq. (5) can be rewritten as 348

follows: 349

Ps(l) = P f i xed +

(

Ppeak − P f i xed

)

2

(

1 + l3
− e− l3

a

)

, (6) 350

Eq. (6) forms the basis for DVFS power management 351

which can adjust operating frequency when server is under- 352

utilized to conserve operational power consumption [35]. 353

Figure 4 plots server power consumption given in Eqs. (5) 354

and (6). 355

3.4 Storage requirements of data replication 356

One of the pitfalls of data replication is the increased usage 357

of storage and networking resources, which can result in 358

higher capital investment and operation costs. To estimate 359
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Fig. 4 Server power consumption

the involved storage requirements, assume a uniform storage360

capacity C [G B] and N data objects stored in the cloud sys-361

tem each of the size Si [G B]. Then, if the replication factor362

for each data object is ri , the number of nodes required for363

maintaining the cloud data is given by:364

Ns =

⌊

∑N
i ri Si

C

⌋

. (7)365

System storage requirements can be further reduced by366

applying a number of advanced data replication techniques,367

such as data deduplication, compression, and erasure-coding368

[72,73].369

3.5 Energy consumption of network switches370

Network switches are hardware devices which consist of the371

port transceivers, line cards, and switch chassis [13]. All these372

components contribute to the switch energy consumption.373

Several studies characterize energy consumption of network374

switches [15–17]. According to [1] and [19], the power con-375

sumption of switch chassis and line cards remain constant376

over time, while the consumption of network ports can scale377

with the volume of the forwarded traffic as follows:378

Pswi tch = Pchassis +nc ∗ Plinecard +

R
∑

r=1

nr
p ∗ Pr

p ∗ ur
p, (8)379

where Pchassis is a power related to switch chassis, Plinecard is380

the power consumed by a single line card, nc is number of381

line cards plugged into switch, Pr
p is a power drawn by a port382

running at rate r , nr
p is number of ports operating at rate r383

and ur
p ∈ [0, 1] is a port utilization which can be defined as384

follows:385

u p =
1

T

∫ t+T

t

Bp(t)

C p

dt =
1

T ∗ C p

∫ t+T

t

Bp (t) dt, (9)386

where Bp(t) is an instantaneous throughput at the port’s link 387

at the time t , C p is the link capacity, and T is a measurement 388

interval. 389

Each port can be configured to operate at different rates 390

and its power consumption scales exponentially with the 391

increase in the transmission rate [51], [54], [55]. Downgrad- 392

ing port rate is especially useful as almost all of the links are 393

never fully utilized for a long duration. Typical link utiliza- 394

tion is only 3–5 % [48]. Network packets arrive in bursts [52], 395

while between bursts links remain idle. When idle, there is 396

no need to keep links operating at the peak rates. Instead, 397

link rates can be adapted to satisfy long-term traffic demands 398

using IEEE 802.3az Energy Efficient Ethernet (EEE) [49] 399

standard. 400

3.6 Bandwidth model 401

In this section we analyze network capacity of data centers 402

and bandwidth requirements of cloud applications that access 403

database for different replication strategies. 404

An availability of per-server bandwidth is one of the core 405

requirements affecting design of modern data centers. The 406

most widely used three-tier fat tree topology (see Fig. 1) 407

imposes strict limits on the number of hosted core, aggrega- 408

tion, and access switches as well as the number of servers 409

per rack [2]. For example, a rack switch serving 48 servers 410

each connected with 1 Gb/s link has only two 10 Gb/s links 411

in the uplink. As a result, its uplink bandwidth appears to be 412

oversubscribed by a factor of 48 · 1G / 20 G = 2.4, which 413

also limits the per server available bandwidth to 416 Mb/s. 414

Another bandwidth multiplexing occurs at the aggregation 415

layer. An aggregation switch offers 12 ports to the access 416

layer and is connected to all the core layer switches. For the 417

three tier architecture with 8-way Equal Cost Multipath Rout- 418

ing (ECMP) [2], the oversubscription ratio at the aggregation 419

layer is 1.5. This further reduces the per server bandwidth 420

down to 277 Mbps for fully loaded connections. 421

According to the model of cloud applications described 422

in Sect. 3.1, all communications inside data center can be 423

broadly categorized to the uplink and downlink types. The 424

uplink flows are those directed from the computing servers 425

towards the core switches. Conversely, the downlink flows 426

are those from the core switches to the computing servers. 427

In the uplink, network bandwidth is used for propagat- 428

ing database requests and when applications need to update 429

modified data items: 430

Bul = Nserv

(

Ra Sreq + Ru Sdata

)

, (10) 431

where Nserv is the number of computing servers, Sreq is the 432

size of data request, and Sdata is the size of the updated data 433

item. Ra and Ru are data access and update rates respectively. 434

In the downlink, the bandwidth is used for sending job 2435

descriptions to computing servers for execution, receiving 436
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database objects and propagating data item updates between437

data replicas:438

Bdl = Nserv · Ra ·
(

S job + Sdata

)

+ Brep, (11)439

where S job is the size of the job description, Sdata is the size440

of the requested data object in bits, and Brep is the bandwidth441

required to update all the replicas.442

Brep is different on different segments of the downlink.443

For the wide-area network it corresponds to the update444

between Central DB and Datacenter DBs445

Brep.wan = Nserv · Ndc · Ru · Sdata, (12)446

while for the network inside data center it corresponds to the447

update between Datacenter DBs and Rack DBs448

Brep.dc = Nserv · Nrack · Ru · Sdata, (13)449

where Ndc is the number of Datacenter DBs and Nrack is the450

number of Rack DBs in each data center.451

Now, having computed the bandwidth required by running452

applications and their data base interactions, we can obtain453

residual bandwidth by subtracting it from the network capac-454

ity. It will be different for every tier of the data center network455

due to bandwidth oversubscription involved.456

For a three-tier data center with Nserv servers, Nacc access,457

Nagg aggregation and Ncore core switches, the corresponding458

network capacities at each tier can be obtained as follows:459

BCaccess = Nserv · Caccess (14)460

461

BCagg = 2 · Naccess · Cagg (15)462

463

BCcore = Nagg · Ncore · Ccore (16)464

where Caccess , Cagg and Ccore are the capacities at the access,465

aggregation and core tiers respectively. Commonly, Caccess is466

equal to 1 Gb/s, while Cagg and Ccore correspond to 10 Gb/s467

links in modern datacenters.468

The uplink capacity is always limited due to over sub-469

scription at lower layers. Therefore, the residual bandwidth470

in the downlink Rl
dl and in the uplink Rl

ul available at each471

tier of the network can be obtained as follows:472

Rl
dl = BC l

dl − Bdl ,

Rl
ul = BC l+1

ul − Bul ,
(17)473

where l ∈ (access, agg, core) is an index indicating a tier474

level. The expression l +1 refers to the tier located above the475

tier l.476

At any moment of time the residual bandwidth left not in477

use in the data center can be computed as follows:478

Rdl = min
(

Rcore
dl , R

agg
dl , Raccess

dl

)

, (18)479

480

Rup = min
(

Rcore
ul , R

agg
ul , Raccess

ul

)

. (19)481

3.7 Database access and energy consumption 482

Having the model of energy consumption for computing 483

servers (Sect. 3.3) and network switches (Sect. 3.4), we can 484

obtain total energy consumption of data center IT equipment 485

as follows: 486

Edc =

S
∑

s=1

Es +

K
∑

k=1

Ecore
k +

L
∑

l=1

E
agg
l +

M
∑

m=1

Eaccess
m , (20) 487

where Es is the energy consumed by a computing server s, 488

while Ecore
k , E

agg

l , Eaccess
m are the energy consumptions of 489

k core, l aggregation, and m access switches respectively. 490

Taking into account the model of cloud applications (Sect. 491

3.1), the load of individual servers becomes proportional to 492

the workload execution and database query delays and can 493

be obtained as follows: 494

Es = Ps(l) · (2 · ddb + dexec) · Ra · T, (21) 495

where Ps(l) is a power consumed by the server executing 496

a workload obtained according to Eq. (5), ddb is the time 497

required to query and receive a data item from the data- 498

base, dexec is the workload execution time, Ra is an average 499

database access rate, and T is a total time of the workload 500

execution. The delay ddb depends on the database location 501

and employed replication strategy. If data query is satisfied 502

from replica databases, ddb becomes smaller, as propagation 503

delay inside datacenter is in the order of micro seconds. The 504

delay associated with the database update is not included as it 505

becomes a job of the network to deliver the update after com- 506

puting server becomes available for executing other tasks. 507

For network switches, energy consumption depends on the 508

amount of traversing traffic and utilization of network ports 509

(see Eq. (7)). Port utilization and traffic volumes are pro- 510

portional to the size of job descriptions, data requests, data 511

traffic, and data updates. Equations (9) and (10) allow com- 512

puting traffic requirements in the uplink and the downlink 513

respectively, while Eqs. (13), (17), and (18) define bandwidth 514

capacity for each segment (access, aggregation, and core) of 515

the network. Based on the aforementioned and by adapting 516

Eq. (7), the energy consumption of the access switches can 517

be computed as follows: 518

Eaccess =

(

Paccess
f i xed +

Nserv

Naccess

· Paccess
p ·

Bdl

BCaccess

+ 2 519

·P
agg
p ·

Bul

BCaccess

·
Naccess

Nserv

)

· T, 520

(22) 521

where P f i xed corresponds to the power consumption of the 522

switch chassis and line cards, Nserv/Naccess is the number of 523

servers per rack, Paccess
p and Bdl/BCaccess are power con- 524

sumption and port utilization of an access link, while P
agg
p 525
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and Bul/BCaccess are power consumption and port utiliza-526

tion of an aggregation network link.527

Similarly, the energy consumption of the aggregation and528

core switches can be computed as follows:529

Eagg =

(

P
agg
f i xed + 2 ·

Naccess

Nagg

· P
agg
p ·

Bdl

BCagg

+ Ncore·530

Pcore
p ·

Bul

BCcore

)

· T, (23)531

532

Ecore =

(

Pcore
f i xed + Nagg · Pcore

p ·
Bdl

BCcore

)

· T, (24)533

where 2 · Naccess/Nagg is the number of aggregation switch534

links connected to racks, while Pcore
p and Bul/BCcore are535

the power consumption and port utilization of a core network536

link.537

4 Model evaluation538

In this section we perform evaluation of the system model539

developed in Sect. 3. The main performance indicators are:540

data center energy consumption, available network band-541

width and communication delay.542

4.1 Setup scenario543

Considering three tier data center architecture presented in544

Fig. 1, we assume a uniform distribution of jobs among the545

computing servers as well as traffic in the data center net-546

work. Both computing servers and network switches imple-547

ment DVFS [64] and DPM [61] power management tech-548

niques. With DVFS, servers can scale power consumption549

of their CPUs with the offered computing load. Similarly,550

power consumption of communication ports can be adjusted551

in network switches based on the load of the forwarded traf-552

fic. The DPM technology allows enabling a sleep mode in553

idle servers and switches.554

Table 1 summarizes data center setup parameters. The555

topology is comprised of 1,024 servers arranged into 32 racks556

interconnected by 4 core and 8 aggregation switches. The net-557

work links interconnecting the core and aggregation switches558

as well as the aggregation and access switches are 10 Gb/s.559

The bandwidth of the access links connecting computing560

servers to the top-of-rack switches is 1 Gb/s. The propagation561

delay of all these links is set to 3.3µs. There is only one entry562

point to the datacenter through a gateway switch, which is563

connected to all the core layer switches with 100 Gb/s, 50 ms564

links.565

Table 2 presents the power consumption profiles of data566

center servers and network switches. The server peak energy567

consumption of 301 W is composed of 130 W allocated for a568

Table 1 Datacenter topology

Parameter Value

Gateway nodes 1

Core switches 4

Aggregation switches 8

Access (rack) switches 32

Computing servers 1,024

Gateway link 100 Gb/s, 50 ms

Core network link 10 Gb/s, 3.3µs

Aggregation network link 10 Gb/s, 3.3µs

Access network link 1 Gb/s, 3.3µs

Table 2 Power Consumption of Datacenter Hardware

Parameter Power Consumption [W]

Chassis Line cards Port

Gateway, core, aggregation switches 1558 1212 27

Access switches 146 – 0.42

Computing server 301

peak CPU consumption [57] and 171 W consumed by other 569

devices like memory, disks, peripheral slots, mother board, 570

fan, and power supply unit [22]. As the only component 571

which scales with the load is the CPU power, the minimum 572

consumption of an idle server is bound and corresponds to 573

198 W. 574

Energy consumption of network switches is almost con- 575

stant for different transmission rates as 85–97 % of the power 576

is consumed by switches’ chassis and line cards, and only a 577

small portion of 3–15 % is consumed by the port transceivers. 578

The values for power consumption are derived from [58] and 579

[59]. 580

4.2 Bandwidth consumption 581

The bandwidth consumption is typically low in the uplink. 582

The uplink is used for sending database queries and database 583

update requests. The update requests can be large in size. 584

However, they are sent only at the fraction of the access rate. 585

In the downlink, the required bandwidth is mainly determined 586

by the size of the data items and the data access rate (see Sect. 587

3.5 for details). 588

Figure 5 presents the downlink system bandwidth require- 589

ments with no database updates. Being proportional to both 590

the size of a data item and the update rate, the bandwidth 591

consumption grows fast and easily overcomes correspond- 592

ing capacities of the core, aggregation and access segments 593

of the datacenter network requiring replication. Having only 594
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Fig. 5 Downlink bandwidth demand

100 Gb/s at the gateway link would trigger replication even595

for the small data items of less than 12 MB (or 8 Ethernet596

packets) for the access rate of 1 Hz requiring data replica-597

tion from Central DB to the Datacenter DB in order to avoid598

the bottleneck. The bandwidth provided by the core network599

of 320 Gb/s will be exceeded with data items larger than600

40 MB for the access rate of 1 Hz. Similarly, the bandwidth of601

the aggregation network of 640 Gb/s will be exceeded after602

78 MB and will require additional data replication from Data-603

center DB to Rack DBs. Finally, data size larger than 125 MB604

will cause congestion in the access segment of the network605

clearly indicating the limits.606

Figure 6 shows bandwidth required for propagating607

replica updates in the downlink from Central DB to Data-608

center DB and from Datacenter DB to Rack DBs. The charts609

reveal that even if replication is used and the data access is610

localized the burden on network bandwidth becomes consid-611

erable when the size of data access is large and frequency of612

data updates is high. In particular, for the case of Datacenter613

DB replication high data update rates can exceed the capac-614

ity of the gateway link. When updating data on Rack DBs,615

the bandwidth is consumed at both the core and aggregation616

layers.617

4.3 Energy consumption618

According to the model presented in Sect. 3, the energy619

consumed by IT equipment is composed of the energy con-620

sumed by the computing servers as well as core, aggregation,621

and access switches. Energy consumption of the computing622

servers is presented in Fig. 7. The servers execute cloud appli-623

cations which perform a certain amount of computing job and624

make a single database query for successful completion. The625

obtained energy consumption increases with the increase in626

server load. This is due to the fact that energy is consumed627

during both phases, while doing computing work as well628
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as while waiting for database data to arrive. The minimum 629

querying time corresponds to the round-trip communication 630

delay between the computing server and the database (see 631

Fig. 3 for details). However, in real systems communication 632

delays are larger and are the subject to queuing delays on 633

congested links and protocol-related procedures which often 634

delay transmissions while waiting for previously transmitted 635

data to be acknowledged. 636

Unlike in the case of computing servers, the energy con- 637

sumption of network switches is less sensitive to variation in 638

the amount of forwarded traffic. It is mainly due to the fact 639

that only port level power consumption scales with the traffic 640

load under DVFS power saving, while other hardware com- 641

ponents, such as switch chassis and line cards, remain always 642

active. Figure 8 reports the obtained energy consumption lev- 643

els of network equipment. The result suggests that devising 644
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power saving modes that shut down entire hardware compo-645

nents of a switch would allow substantial savings. However,646

it has to be noted that applying such kind of approaches will647

affect network connectivity and may result in system perfor-648

mance degradation as datacenter load cannot be accurately649

predicted.650

Figure 9 reports the tradeoff between datacenter energy651

consumption, which includes the consumption of both the652

servers and network switches, and the downlink residual653

bandwidth. For all replication scenarios, the core layer654

reaches saturation earlier, being the smallest of the datacenter655

network segments with the capacity of 320 GB/s. Generally,656

residual bandwidth decreases for all network segments with657

increase of the load. The only exception is the gateway link,658

which available bandwidth remains constant for Datacenter659

DB and Rack DB replication scenarios since data queries are660

processed at the replica databases and only data updates are661

routed from Central DB to Datacenter DB. Due to the core662

network saturation, the maximum size of the data segment in663

Central DB and Datacenter DB scenarios is equal to 39 MB,664

while for the Rack DB replication the size of 120 MB can665

be achieved as the downlink traffic becomes restricted to the666

access segment of the network. It is important to note that667

the relative variation of the consumed energy is much smaller668

than the drop in available network bandwidth. As a result, the669

benefit of Rack DB replication is two-fold: on one hand net-670

work traffic can be restricted to the access network, which671

has lower nominal power consumption and higher network672

capacity, while on the other, data access becomes localized673

improving performance of cloud applications.674

5 Replication algorithm675

To ensure energy efficiency and performance of cloud appli-676

cations, we propose a replication algorithm which takes into677

account power consumption and bandwidth required for data678

access. Every data object is available at the Central DB, and679

based on the historical observations of the access frequency680

data can be replicated to the Datacenter DB and Rack DBs.681

For every access to meta data information, which includes682

data object ID, datacenter ID, and rack ID, along with the683

number of requests, is maintained.684

A module called RM located at the Central DB periodi-685

cally analyzes this meta data information to identify which686

data objects need to be replicated and where. RM computes687

access and update rates in previous intervals and makes an688

estimate for their future values. With these parameters, it689

becomes possible to compute energy consumption and band-690

width demand in the upcoming intervals using models pre-691

sented in Sects. 3.5 and 3.6. In addition, congestion levels in692

the datacenter network are monitored to determine the most693

suitable candidates for replication.694

695

6 Simulation results 696

For performance evaluation purposes we developed the 697

GreenCloud simulator [44] and extended it with the required 698

data replication functionality. GreenCloud is a cloud com- 699

puting simulator which captures data center communication 700

processes at the packet level. It is based on the widely known 701

Ns2 platform [56] for TCP/IP network simulation. In addi- 702

tion, GreenCloud offers fine-grained modeling of the energy 703

consumed by computing hardware, network switches and 704

communication links. To achieve consistency with modeling 705

results presented in previous sections, the simulation scenario 706
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Fig. 8 Energy consumption of network switches

was selected accordingly using topology setup presented in707

Table 1 and energy consumption profiles from Table 2.708

The workload generation events are exponentially distrib-709

uted in time to mimic typical process of user arrival. As soon710

as a scheduling decision is taken for a newly arrived work-711

load, it is sent over the data center network to the selected712

server for execution. The workload execution and data query- 713

ing follow the timeline diagram presented in Fig. 3. The size 714

of a workload description and database queries is limited to 715

1,500 bytes and fits into a single Ethernet packet. The sizes 716

of data items, data access and update rates, as well as the 717

replication threshold vary in different simulation runs. The 718

duration of each simulation is 60 minutes. DNS power sav- 719

ing scheme is enabled both for servers and switches in all 720

simulation scenarios. 721

The main metrics selected for performance evaluation are 722

(a) energy consumption at the component and system levels, 723

(b) network bandwidth and (c) communication delay. 724

The following subsections report the effect of data size and 725

the update rate on energy consumption, network bandwidth 726

and access delay characteristics of the system. 727

6.1 Effect of data size 728

Figure 10 presents the measurements of energy consump- 729

tion of computing servers for data item size varied from 730

10 to 40 MB. Each server accesses one data item every 731

300 ms and makes no updates of the database. Two trends 732

can be observed in the obtained results. The first trend is that 733

energy consumption increases with the increase in the data 734

size. The second is that energy consumption decreases as 735

data become available closer to the computing server loca- 736

tions. The reason is that communication delay is included 737

Fig. 9 Energy and residual
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Fig. 10 Energy consumption of servers

into the execution time of the cloud application (see Fig. 3),738

which prevents servers to enter into the sleep mode. These739

delays become larger with the increase in data item size, but740

can be reduced by shortening round-trip times to the data-741

base.742

Energy consumption of network switches scales similarly743

with the increase in data size (see Fig. 11). The consumption744

with no replication (Central DB) is higher than for other repli- 745

cation scenarios as all the layers become actively involved 746

into traffic forwarding. For the rack replication (Rack DB), 747

the consumption can be reduced considerably, as data traf- 748

fic mostly remains constrained in the access part of the 749

network. 750

Figure 12 shows the downlink bandwidth requirement 751

for different data sizes. Bandwidth demand remains high 752

for large data sizes for all replication scenarios. The band- 753

width slightly varies with the time, which is the effect of 754

the exponential arrival of the incoming tasks. It should be 755

noted that for a Central DB (Fig. 12a) and Datacenter DB 756

(Fig. 12b) replication scenarios, the reported bandwidth is 757

consumed at all the segments (gateway, core, aggregation 758

and access) of the network, while for the Rack DB repli- 759

cation (Fig. 12c), the access is localized and the reported 760

bandwidth is consumed only in the access part of the 761

network. 762

Figure 13 reports data access delays measured as an aver- 763

age time elapsed from the moment of sending data request 764

and having the requested data arrived. As expected, access 765

delay becomes smaller for replicas located closer to servers 766

and for all the replication scenarios an increase in the size of 767

data objects increases data access delay. 768

Fig. 11 Energy consumption of

network switches
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Fig. 12 Bandwidth

consumption for a Central DB,

b Datacenter DB, and c Rack

DB replication scenarios
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Fig. 13 Data access delay

The simulation results presented above show that for cloud769

applications, that perform database updates rarely, replicat-770

ing data closer to the computing servers always helps to save771

energy, conserve bandwidth and minimize communication772

delays speeding up execution.773

6.2 Effect of data update rate 774

To better understand the impact of database updates on 775

energy consumption of the system, we kept the size of the data 776

item of 6 MB and access rate of 0.3 Hz fixed while varying 777

the number of updates requested by the cloud applications in 778

the interval [0, Ra] . For the update rate equal to the access 779

rate, cloud applications modify every accessed data item and 780

send updates to the database. As reported in Fig. 14, update 781

rate variations do not affect energy consumption of comput- 782

ing servers as the role of the servers is just to send modified 783

data item to the Central DB at the end of the workload exe- 784

cution. 785

Figure 15 presents energy consumption of network 786

switches for fixed data size of 6 MB and access rate of 0.3 Hz 787

and different update rates. As expected, energy consumption 788

grows with the increase in the update rate due to longer awake 789

periods. Switches at all layers are involved into forwarding 790

database update traffic. In the uplink, they forward replica 791

updates sent from the servers to the Central DB. While in the 792

downlink, database updates from Central DB to Datacenter 793

DB and from Datacenter DB to Rack DBs are propagated. 794
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Fig. 14 Energy consumption of servers

In the case of Datacenter DB replication (see Fig. 15b), only795

the gateway and core switches are involved into update traffic796

forwarding. While in the case of Rack DB replication (see797

Fig. 15c), both core and aggregation networks carry data-798

base updates for 32 Rack DBs. The access switches serve 799

both kinds of traffic, for data and for database updates, which 800

justifies their higher energy consumption. 801

The effect of data update on network bandwidth is shown 802

in Fig. 16. It reports the downlink bandwidth consumption at 803

the core and aggregation layers for the scenario when each 804

accessed data item needs to be modified and updated. 805

When data is accessed from either Central DB or Data- 806

center DB, replica update traffic remains at a very low level. 807

However, as soon as Rack DB replication is enabled, the 808

bandwidth usage increases to over 35 Gb/s, as data updates 809

begin to propagate from Datacenter DB to multiple Rack 810

DBs. This underlines a tradeoff between energy and band- 811

width consumptions when replicating data closer to the com- 812

puting servers. 813

7 Performance comarsion with existing systems 814

There are many different data replication strategies widely 815

employed in the production environments. Their perfor- 816

mance can be measured using a set of metrics. The following 817

are the most commonly used metrics for evaluation of data 818

replication strategies. 819

Fig. 15 Energy consumption of

network switches
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Fig. 16 Downlink bandwidth with high update rate

7.1 Availablity820

One of the main goals of replication is to assure data avail-821

ability. An unexpected failure in storage infrastructure or dat-822

acenter blackout could cause unavailability. To resist these823

effects, copies of data objects are maintained on redundant824

infrastructures and in several geographically distributed dat-825

acenters. Therefore, the availability is usually measured by a826

probability of failures in data center components or storage827

infrastructure.828

In the proposed replication approach, we assume that829

every data object is permanently stored at the Central DB and830

in addition, depending on the access pattern, it is replicated831

in Datacenter DB and Rack DBs. Any failures in Datacenter832

DBs can be recovered from Central DB and vice versa. More-833

over, unlike in several other methods [68,69], the proposed834

approach implements a dynamic replication to only maintain835

optimal number of replicas to ensure both availability and the836

QoS of cloud applications.837

7.2 Response time838

Another important reason for data replication is in the839

reduced data access response time for cloud applications.840

Bringing and maintaining the data closer to the servers where841

applications are executed significantly decrease access time842

for this data and greatly improves overall system perfor-843

mance. However, on the other side, the number and location844

of replicas should be selected carefully as excessive replica-845

tion may increase the associated costs and traffic load in the846

data center network required for replica updates.847

The proposed replication approach takes into account the848

tradeoff between data size, data access and update rates,849

available network bandwidth and properties of the imple-850

mented data center topology to make optimal decisions. 851

First, data objects are replicated in Rack DBs closer to 852

computing nodes and hence response time is reduced. Sec- 853

ond, data objects that are frequently accessed are replicated 854

which reduced total number of replicas. Maintaining optimal 855

number of replicated data objects minimizes network load 856

required to keep all replicas up to date and network response 857

time. The obtained simulation results (see Fig. 13) indicate 858

that, the proposed replication always keep the response time 859

within the boundaries required by environment [70,71]. 860

7.3 Datacenter congestion 861

Network congestion can cause significant degradation of 862

data center performance and one of the most sensitive to 863

congestion points is data center gateway which is a bottle- 864

neck handling both the incoming and outgoing traffic. To 865

overcome this problem the proposed replication technique 866

monitors datacenter gateway traffic load to induce repli- 867

cation of data objects with higher access frequency. Data 868

objects are replicated either at the Datacenter DB and/or Rack 869

DBs. 870

The residual bandwidth at datacenter gateway can be used 871

to indicate congestion. The simulation results (see Fig. 9) 872

confirm that replication is an effective tool to control traffic 873

load at the data center gateway. 874

8 Conclusions and future work 875

This paper reviews the topic of data replication in geographi- 876

cally distributed cloud computing data centers and proposes a 877

novel replication solution which in addition to traditional per- 878

formance metrics, such as availability of network bandwidth, 879

optimizes energy efficiency of the system. In addition, opti- 880

mization of communication delays leads to improvements in 881

quality of user experience of cloud applications. It extends a 882

preliminary version of this work which has been published 883

in [75]. 884

The evaluation of the proposed replication solution is 885

based on the developed mathematical model and simula- 886

tions using GreenCloud, the simulator focusing on energy 887

efficiency and communication processes in cloud computing 888

data centers [44]. The obtained results confirm that replicat- 889

ing data closer to data consumers, i.e., cloud applications, 890

can reduce energy consumption, bandwidth usage and com- 891

munication delays substantially. 892

Future work on the topic will be focused developing a 893

testbed implementation of the proposed solution. 894
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